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Autocatalytic reaction fronts between two reacting species in the absence of fluid flow, propagate

as solitary waves. The coupling between autocatalytic reaction front and forced simple

hydrodynamic flows leads to stationary fronts whose velocity and shape depend on the underlying

flow field. We address the issue of the chemico-hydrodynamic coupling between forced advection

in porous media and self-sustained chemical waves. Towards that purpose, we perform

experiments over a wide range of flow velocities with the well characterized iodate arsenious acid

and chlorite-tetrathionate autocatalytic reactions in transparent packed beads porous media. The

characteristics of these porous media such as their porosity, tortuosity, and hydrodynamics

dispersion are determined. In a pack of beads, the characteristic pore size and the velocity field

correlation length are of the order of the bead size. In order to address these two length scales

separately, we perform lattice Boltzmann numerical simulations in a stochastic porous medium,

which takes into account the log-normal permeability distribution and the spatial correlation of the

permeability field. In both experiments and numerical simulations, we observe stationary fronts

propagating at a constant velocity with an almost constant front width. Experiments without flow

in packed bead porous media with different bead sizes show that the front propagation depends on

the tortuous nature of diffusion in the pore space. We observe microscopic effects when the pores

are of the size of the chemical front width. We address both supportive co-current and adverse

flows with respect to the direction of propagation of the chemical reaction. For supportive flows,

experiments and simulations allow observation of two flow regimes. For adverse flow, we observe

upstream and downstream front motion as well as static front behaviors over a wide range of flow

rates. In order to understand better these observed static state fronts, flow experiments around a

single obstacle were used to delineate the range of steady state behavior. A model using the

“eikonal thin front limit” explains the observed steady states. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4734489]

Autocatalytic reactions lead to fronts propagating as soli-

tary waves with a constant velocity and invariant, flat,

concentration profile resulting from a balance between

reaction and diffusion. These fronts are analogous to

flames in combustion and autocatalytic reactions are a

kind of “cold combustion model” especially in the thin

flame limit. In the presence of a hydrodynamic flow, it

has already been observed and understood that such

fronts while propagating at a new constant velocity,

adapt their shape in order to achieve a balance between

reaction diffusion and flow advection all over the front:

For a viscous flow in a tube, the front is curved with zero

flow at the boundary and a maximum velocity on the cen-

ter line. The issue addressed here is the behavior of auto-

catalytic reaction fronts when the forced advection is

heterogeneous in space as, for instance, inside a porous

medium. The velocity field in a porous medium is charac-

terized by the average velocity and by the standard devia-

tion of the velocity fluctuations as well as their spatial

correlations. We use both experiments in packed beads

and numerical simulations which allow a control of the

heterogeneities. Among the salient features observed,

there exist steady, non-moving fronts over a wide range

of mean flow rates in the direction contrary to the

chemical wave propagation: In this dynamical equilib-

rium, chemistry and flow are both at work. The front is

pinned around the stagnation zones of the flow, due to the

porous structure, and the front is distorted, curved in

order to accommodate the local flow velocity fluctuations.

To visualize the front behavior around these stagnation

points, we designed an experiment of flow and chemical

reaction around a single disk-obstacle. Increasing the

flow rate in the adverse direction, the front could first

propagate upstream, then stay static for a range of flow

rate exhibiting a bottleneck shape. As the flow rate is

increased, the bottleneck decreases in size. When it is too

small, a pinch-off occurs and the front detaches itself

from the obstacle and propagates downstream. These

steady states can be explained in the thin flame limit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interface motion and front propagation occur in many

different areas, including chemical reactions,1 population dy-

namics in biology (the celebrated and pioneering works of

Fisher2 and Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov,3 F-KPP), and
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flame propagation in combustion.4 Depending on the reac-

tion kinetics, chemical reaction fronts exhibit fascinating

phenomena such as Turing patterns, Belousov-Zhabotinsky

(BZ) oscillations, and chaotic or solitary wave propagation.1

Autocatalytic reaction fronts between two reacting species

propagate as solitary waves at a constant velocity (Vv) and

with a stationary concentration profile5 of characteristic

width (lv), described by the reaction-diffusion equation

@C

@t
¼ Dm 4 Cþ 1

s
f ðCÞ; Vv ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dm=s

p
; lv ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dm s

p
;

(1)

where C is the autocatalytic concentration, s the reaction

time, Dm the molecular diffusion, and the autocatalytic con-

centration f(C) function varies with the specific kinetics of

the reaction. Fig. 1 shows such fronts for the iodate-arsenous

acid (IAA)5 and chlorite-tetrathionate (CT) (Refs. 6 and 7)

reactions. The measurement of the front velocity is often

found8 to depend on its direction relative to the gravitational

field: this effect is due to the, although tiny, density differ-

ence between reactant and product. This density difference

generates buoyancy driven flows such as Rayleigh-Taylor

type instabilities on horizontal fronts9–12 or lock-exchange

gravity current in horizontal cell.13–17 As there is a strong

retroaction between flow and buoyancy effects, it is difficult

to observe the coupling between hydrodynamic velocity field

and chemical waves. Therefore, the effect of forced advec-

tion on the chemical reaction, which is the effect of the space

(and eventually time) dependent flow field ~U on the chemi-

cal reaction deserves attention. This leads to the convection

(or advection)-reaction-diffusion equation which can be writ-

ten as

@C

@t
þ ~U~5C ¼ Dm 4 Cþ 1

s
f ðCÞ: (2)

The focus of this article is to address the coupling between

the complex velocity field of a porous medium and the

chemical reaction front. In contrast to flame propagation in

combustion,4 where it has been analyzed thoroughly theoret-

ically and experimentally, the effect of fluid flow (laminar or

turbulent) on reaction fronts has not been explored in detail

until recently.18–24 In these papers, the steady flow is unidir-

ectional (same direction as the chemical wave front) and is

either a parabolic Poiseuille flow between two parallel solid

boundaries or an unbounded spatial sinusoidal flows. The

term “supportive” stands for the flow and the chemical reac-

tion front (without flow) propagating in the same direction,

and “adverse” when they are in opposite directions. More

complex flows have been addressed in recent experiments in

packed-bed reactors, i.e., a porous medium25,26 or in a cellu-

lar flow.27 Using a BZ reaction in a packed-bed reactor,25 it

has been demonstrated that the front velocity does not follow

the expected Galilean translation (Eq. (3), later on), valid

under the assumption of a uniform plug-flow in such a po-

rous medium. For supportive flow, i.e., the front travels

faster than expected: a qualitative interpretation was given

using a turbulent dispersion coefficient instead of the molec-

ular diffusion. Moreover, in the case of adverse flow, the

front is likely to become static (zero front velocity); a tenta-

tive explanation was made using stagnant reactive pockets.

A more recent experiment26 addressed the same issue in a

packed bed but with a chlorite-tetrathionate (CT) chemical

reaction, which confirms the possibility of obtaining a static

front for adverse flow; Supportive flows are likely to follow

Eq. (3) within error bars.

Even though the flow field is often assumed uniform

with a mean velocity, U , the flow field in a porous medium

is more complex: for instance in a packed-bed of spherical

beads, the velocity distribution28 is log-normal with a corre-

lation length of the order of the beads diameter. Therefore, it

is important to work in a well characterized porous medium.

For that purpose, we perform experiments with the simpler

and well characterized IAA (Ref. 5) autocatalytic reaction

that we have already studied in Poiseuille flow.21 We use a

transparent packed beads porous medium for which we mea-

sure their main characteristics such as porosity, tortuosity,

and hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient.29 Then, we per-

form a series of experiments over a wide range of flow veloc-

ities and determine the main feature of the fronts. Indeed, if

a pack of beads is well characterized and its characteristic

lengths such as the pore size and the velocity field correla-

tion length are both of the order of the bead size, then it is

difficult to find which of these lengths is more relevant for

the chemistry. To address this issue numerically, we use a

lattice Boltzmann stochastic porous medium,30,31 which

takes into account the log-normal permeability distribution

and the spatial correlation of the permeability field. In order

to account for the observed static state fronts, we design flow

experiments around a single obstacle to delineate the range

of static states; these steady states can be determined using

the “eikonal thin front limit.”19

The paper is organized as follows: we first recapitulate

the basic results already obtained in a simple parabolic Pois-

euille velocity profile, which allows us to summarize the dif-

ferent regimes observed. Then, we present our investigation

tools including the chemical reactions and packed beads po-

rous media. We first analyze experiments without flow in

packed beads porous media with different bead size, examin-

ing microscopic effects when the pores size is of the same

order as the chemical front width. We address supportive

flows in both experiments and lattice Boltzmann numerical

FIG. 1. From left to right IAA front stably propagating from top to bottom:

the transient I2 is detected by brown PVA. IAA front in a petridish propagat-

ing circularly outwards: blue fresh product, yellow burnt one, and the tran-

sient PVA color. CT reaction front stably propagating from bottom to top:

the reactant is purple, the product is transparent.
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simulation and discuss the observed flow regimes. Adverse

flow reveals static front behavior over a range of flow rates.

To account for these steady states, we performed flow

experiments around a single obstacle and model them using

the “eikonal thin front limit.”

II. COUPLING BETWEEN PARABOLIC POISEUILLE
FLOW AND AUTOCATALYTIC REACTIONS

To emphasize the key importance of the coupling

between chemical reactions and hydrodynamics, we recall

the main features of the theory19–22,24 and the experimental

observations21 already obtained for this “simple” flow. The

combined effects of flow advection, molecular diffusion, and

reaction lead to a stationary front propagating at a constant

velocity, VF, with a stationary front shape depending on the

underlying flow structure. Earlier, we had defined that a

“stationary” front moves at constant velocity with a station-

ary, i.e., invariant, shape (concentration profile). A “steady”

front is a special stationary front, which does not move (front

velocity, VF ¼ 0). Two asymptotic regimes have been pro-

posed: the mixing regime and the “eikonal thin front

regime.” In the mixing regime, the size of the flow’s lateral

extension, b, is much smaller than the chemical front width,

lv. Therefore, molecular diffusion has enough time to trans-

versally mix the reactants and in this regime the front veloc-

ity is simply

VF ¼ U þ Vv; (3)

where U is the average flow velocity and the velocities are

algebraic quantities, positive in the direction of the chemical

wave without flow (the parabolic Poiseuille profile for

instance in a tube of radius R is UðrÞ ¼ UMð1� ðr=RÞ2Þ,
with U ¼ 2UM). This behavior corresponds to the straight

line (continuous for negative and positive U) in Fig. 2. In

this regime, we can go one step further in the analysis. If the

flow velocity is slow enough that molecular diffusion can

allow reactant and product to “visit” transversally, the many

different flow lines, this achieves the so-called Taylor disper-

sion regime:32 the average concentration moves at the aver-

age speed and spreads around the mean position with a

macroscopic coefficient DT ¼ Dmð1þ aPe2Þ. In the latter, a
is a geometrical factor and the Peclet number Pe ¼ Ub=Dm

is the ratio of convective to diffusive effects. In such a re-

gime, it was demonstrated22 that we have to use DT instead

of Dm in Eq. (2) leading to

VF � U

Vv
¼ lF

lv
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DT

Dm

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ aPe2

p
; (4)

where lF is the front width in the presence of the flow.

The eikonal regime corresponds to the contrary case

where the front width is much smaller than b. It also corre-

sponds to the thin flame regime in combustion. The front ve-

locity depends on the flow direction relative to the chemical

wave

~VF �~n ¼ ~U �~n þ Vv þ Dmj; (5)

where ~U is the local fluid velocity at the front position, ~n is

the local unit vector normal to the interface (oriented from

product to reactant), and j is the curvature of the interface.

In this regime, the front velocity depends on the flow direc-

tion as described by Edwards19

U > 0 : VF ¼ Umax þ Vv; U < 0 : VF ¼ Vv: (6)

When the flow and the chemical reaction are in the same

direction, the front velocity is sensitive to the maximum ve-

locity of the flow, Umax, whereas in the opposite case, it

flows upstream at its own chemical velocity, Vv, regardless

of the flow intensity.

These behaviors are sketched for a Poiseuille flow in a

tube in Fig. 2.19–22,24 The pictures correspond to experimen-

tal observations21 in a rectangular Hele-Shaw cell. For inter-

mediate values b=lv, the curve is in between. It is worth

noting that for adverse flows (flows against the chemical

wave), the overall front velocity could be either upstream or

downstream depending on the flow intensity. For this situa-

tion, the front is steady (VF ¼ 0) for only a unique value of

u < 0.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We performed experiments with the IAA autocatalytic

reaction

3H3AsO3 þ IO�3 þ 5I� ! 3H3AsO4 þ 6I�: (7)

The reaction is autocatalytic in iodide (I–). The concentra-

tions used are: ½IO�3 �0 ¼ 7:5 mM and ½H3AsO3�0 ¼ 25 mM.

When the ratio ½H3AsO3�0=½IO�3 �0 > 3, the Arsenous is in

excess5 and the front can be localized by the transient iodine

generated during the reaction. The diffusion-reaction equa-

tion governing the third-order autocatalytic IAA reaction5

reads

FIG. 2. Stationary chemical front in a parabolic Poiseuille flow in a rectan-

gular Hele-Shaw cell: on the right supportive flows (u ¼ U=Vv > 0) and on

the left: adverse (u < 0) (the flat front corresponds to no flow). Sketch of the

propagation front velocity VF=Vv versus the mean velocity of the Poiseuille

flow, u ¼ U=Vv; all velocities are normalized by the chemical velocity Vv.

The solid straight lines (horizontal for u < 0 and the more inclined for

u > 0) correspond to the “eikonal thin front limit” (b� lv). The other

straight line of constant slope corresponds to the mixing regime (b� lv);

the curve close to it is the Taylor dispersion correction Eq. (4).
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@C

@t
¼ Dm 4 Cþ 1

s
C2ð1� CÞ; (8)

where C is the concentration of the autocatalytic reactant

(iodide), normalized by the initial concentration of iodate

(C ¼ ½I��=½IO�3 �0). The balance between diffusion and reac-

tion leads to a solitary wave of constant velocity Vv and

width lv,1,5,9 solutions of Eq. (8) given by

Vv ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dm

2s

r
; lv ¼ Dm=Vv: (9)

Physically, the propagation velocity of the reaction is con-

trolled by the combined effects of the chemical reaction rate

1=s, and the diffusion of the catalyzing burnt product into

the fresh solution, as C > 0 is a necessary condition for the

reaction to begin. The above expression for Vv reflects such

combined effects. Along the same lines, the diffusive spread-

ing of the front is mitigated by the chemical reaction, which

turns the diffusing low concentration C ’ 0 into C ’ 1, in a

characteristic time s. This is in accordance with the expres-

sion for lv (Eq. (9)), which scales as the diffusion length dur-

ing the time s, namely lv ’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dms
p

. Instead of the usual

method using starch to detect the transient iodine, we use

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) at a concentration of 6 kg/m3 which

is much more sensitive33 and also gives a good optical con-

trast (Fig. 1). In addition, we add to the fluids bromocresol

green PH sensitive dye, which gives the position of the lead-

ing edge of the reaction front: its color is blue for reactant

and yellow for product. We measure Vv ¼ ð11 6 1Þ lm=s,

from which we can infer the reaction front width,

lv ’ 100 lm. Note that the uncertainty on the front velocity

is not due to its measurement but to the chemical variation

from one batch to the other. Note also that for the IAA reac-

tion, thermal effects are negligible34,35 compared to the CT
reaction.35,36 We have performed experiments using CT, for

the sake of comparison with IAA: even if the kinetics are

more complicated, we note that its chemical velocity,

Vv ¼ ð95 6 5Þlm=s, is ten time larger than when the typical

concentrations are used.6,35 We follow the experimental pro-

cedure to prevent Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and let the

chemical front propagate so that the fluid left behind is in a

buoyantly stable configuration, which is for IAA reaction

downward propagation (the product is lighter than the reac-

tant) and vice-versa for CT reaction.

We use two packed porous media. The first series of

packed beads consists of sieved glass beads with mean diam-

eters ranging from d¼ 100 to 1000 lm diameter and with a

typical size distribution of 620%, porosity / ’ 40%, and

permeability (flow resistance) K ’ d2=1000. The other

“bidisperse” porous medium consists of a fifty-fifty percent

mixture of two sizes of almost mono-disperse glass spheres

(1.5 and 2 mm). The measured porosity of this pack is

/ ¼ ð48 6 2Þ%. The beads are packed in a perspex transpar-

ent rectangular cell (30� 10� 1 cm3). The cell is held verti-

cally along the larger extension and flows are performed

along the vertical (sketch in Fig. 3). To ensure a homoge-

nous injection condition, a series of injectors, connected to a

syringe are regularly spaced at the top of the cell and the full

bottom section bathes in a container containing the product.

In this configuration, sucking from the top achieves a planar

injection. An important issue to characterize the flow in po-

rous medium is to determine its ability to mix fluids of the

same density and viscosity due to the so-called hydrody-

namic dispersion:29,37,38 for that purpose, we inject a blue-

dye fluid against a transparent one at different flow rates.

A 2000� 1000 pixels 16 bytes (4096 gray levels) video

camera is used to record the mixing front between the two

fluids. The top of Fig. 4 shows a typical hydrodynamic dis-

persion front: the average front position travels at constant

speed, ensuring that the packing is almost uniform; the fluc-

tuation of the front position around the mean is the signature

of hydrodynamic dispersion. From this data analysis, we

verify the linear relationship between flow rate and average

flow velocity, Q ¼ /SU , where Q is the volumetric flow

rate, U the mean flow velocity (first moment), and S is the

cell cross-section. The front width increases as the square

root of time or traveled distance: this diffusion is due to

hydrodynamic dispersion whose coefficient is determined

from the second moment. In Fig. 4, we present the measured

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient as a function of the

mean flow rate for the large bidisperse beads pack; it should

be noted that the molecular diffusion coefficient is only

Dm ¼ 2 10�9 m2=s. It is worth noting that for such dispersion

coefficient values, the spreading of the front is small along

the cell, typically of the order of a centimeter and therefore

accurate measurements are needed. The dispersion coeffi-

cient variations are linear with U , D ¼ UlD, leading to the

dispersivity, lD of the porous medium: lD ¼ ð1:860:1Þmm

which is in reasonable agreement with the literature;29,39 it

is worth noting that this value is of the order of the bead

diameter (mixture of 1.5 and 2 mm beads). Note also that lD

is the correlation length of the velocity field.

FIG. 3. Sketch of the porous medium cell. The bottom of the cell is

immersed in a tank of the product. The reactant fluid is sucked or flushed

through a series of injectors at the top of the cell. The cell is 30 cm high,

1 cm wide, and 1 cm thick.
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IV. CHEMICAL FRONT PROPAGATION THROUGH THE
POROUS MEDIUM WITHOUT FLOW

Using a rectangular cell without porous medium, we

measure the bulk chemical wave-front velocity; then, we per-

form the experiment in the packed beads porous medium.

Typical pictures of the front in the bulk (top) and inside the

porous medium (bottom) are given on the left of Fig. 5. On

the right of this figure is a plot of the front velocity, normal-

ized by the chemical velocity VF=Vv, inside the porous

media in absence of flow versus the bead size d of the pack-

ing for IAA and CT reactions. There are clearly two behav-

iors: for large values of d, the ratio VF=Vv tends to a plateau

around the value ’ 0:8 for both autocatalytic reactions,

whereas the ratio decreases drastically down to almost zero

as the bead size decreases.

The plateau can be easily understood if one recalls that

the multi-connected porous medium has got not only a po-

rosity but also a tortuosity, a: the tortuosity40 is a geometri-

cal factor accounting for the loss in efficiency of diffusion

phenomena, compared to the bulk, due to the solid skeleton

of the porous medium. As a result, the molecular diffusion

inside the porous medium, DmPM, is reduced by this factor:

DmPM ¼ Dm=a. Therefore, using Eq. (9), it is straightforward

to account for the decrease of the front velocity inside the

porous medium

VvPM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DmPM

2s

r
¼ Vvffiffiffi

a
p : (10)

From our measurements, the tortuosity is a ¼ 1:760:2 in

agreement with the values found in the literature.29,39

The drastic decrease to zero appears at a value around

500 lm downwards and it appears earlier for the CT reaction

than for the IAA one: this effect might be understood as a mi-

croscopic effect observable when the pore size is of the order

of the chemical width lv. The drastic decrease appears earlier

for CT reaction than for IAA as the CT chemical width is

larger35 than that of the latter.

To confirm this hypothesis, we perform experiments on a

corner film flow left by an air bubble in a square capillary of

edge a, shown41 in Fig. 6; this topology is reminiscent of the

pore structure inside the packed beads porous medium. The

pictures in Fig. 6 show the front before and after the air bubble

and after entering the bubble zone. The dynamics are such

that first the front propagates at its constant velocity Vv, when

it reaches the bubble, it enters the constriction at almost the

same speed; then, it takes a long time for it to cross the diverg-

ing opening constriction. A more quantitative measurement

can be obtained by defining an effective velocity as the air

bubble length divided by the waiting time to get across the

bubble: this velocity is plotted in Fig. 6 versus the capillary

tube edge a. The sketch41 suggests that the typical radius of

corner flow is one order of magnitude smaller than a, leading

to a value for intense velocity reduction, 800=10 ¼ 80 lm,

which is roughly the chemical front width lv. The physical

interpretation of the latter is that in the divergence of the con-

striction the front is constrained to the curve (radius of curva-

ture R) and hence there is not enough material to sustain front

FIG. 4. Top: Typical dispersion front obtained for U ¼ 24 lm=s in the

1.5–2 mm glass beads packed porous medium when dye is injected in the po-

rous medium. The width of the picture is 10 cm. Bottom: Measurement of

the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient D of the porous medium versus the

average flow velocity U . The slope gives the dispersion length lD.

FIG. 5. Left: Pictures of IAA chemical front

in bulk fluid (top) and inside a packed beads

porous medium (bottom). The pictures are

8 cm wide. Right: Front velocity, normalized

by the chemical velocity Vv, versus the bead

size, d of the packed beads in absence of

flow for IAA and CT reaction.
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reaction: a semi-quantitative argument can be found from the

eikonal Eq. (7): in the absence of flow, the velocity of the

front, Vv þ Dmj, may vanish for a curvature of the front j,

negative and of the order of jjj ’ Vv=Dm ¼ 1=lv, which is

R ’ lv. This might be the picture that we can use to figure out

the behavior of the front inside the glass beads packs.

V. CHEMICAL FRONT PROPAGATION FOR
SUPPORTIVE FLOW

A. Experiments in the bidisperse beads pack

We perform experiments corresponding to supportive

flows in the bidisperse 1.5–2 mm beads pack for which we

have measured the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient

(Fig. 4). As defined earlier, supportive flows correspond to

the case were the flow and the chemical reaction front (with-

out flow) are in the same direction. In order to get results to

compare with analogous experiments with different chemical

reactions,25,26 we cover a wide range of flow velocities up to

U � 40 Vv. For all the experiments, the front achieved a sta-

tionary state with a constant front velocity VF and a constant

width; it should be noted that even if the front width is con-

stant it fluctuates with time. The left plot of Fig. 7 shows a

typical stationary front obtained for u ¼ U=Vv ¼ 10:2. The

plot on the right shows that the dependence between VF=Vv

and u ¼ U=Vv

VF ¼ VvPM þ b U (11)

with b ¼ 1:2060:05. This does not agree with the mixing

law Eq. (3). Moreover, the wide range covered allows us to

test whether Eq. (4) is relevant to our data. In that case,22 the

diffusion coefficient DT has to be replaced by the hydrody-

namic dispersion coefficient, D ¼ UlD þ Dm=a: this is the

curved line in the inset of Fig. 7, which shows the comparison

with our data taking into account our measurements of the

hydrodynamic dispersion Fig. 4, in the same sample in the

same range of flow rates. Our data falls between the straight

line mixing regime Eqs. (3) and (4). This is not really surpris-

ing as the typical size of our beads (1.5–2 mm) and the corre-

lation length of the velocity field lD ¼ 1:8 mm are both much

larger than the chemical width of our front (lv � 100 lm)

and, therefore, the system is out of the mixing regime.22 This

however may be not the case in Ref. 25 where the beads size

was smaller. As the front velocity Eq. (11) is fairly linear

over a wide range of velocities and as our experiment is

closer to the eikonal regime, it is likely that Eq. (11) can be

understood using the eikonal equation (Eq. (7)) in which case

the chemical front attains a maximum velocity Umax ¼ b U .

This would mean that this velocity is a kind of correlated

maximum velocity across the porous medium. This point is

further explored in the framework of percolation-type corre-

lated paths through the porous structure.42

FIG. 6. Left: pictures of the chemical wave propa-

gation across the corner film left by an air bubble

quenches in square capillary tube of edge a. Right:

Front velocity, normalized by the chemical velocity

Vv, versus the square capillary tube edge a. The

sketch shown in blue corresponds the corner liquid

space left by the air bubble.41

FIG. 7. Supportive flow. Left: stationary front

obtained for u ¼ U=Vv ¼ 10:2 in the 1.5–2 mm

beads pack; the picture is 10 cm wide. Right:

front velocity VF=Vv versus the mean flow ve-

locity in the porous medium, U=Vv. The straight

line of slope 1.20 through the data is the best fit

of the linear dependency of the front velocity

with the flow rate. The black straight line is the

plug flow, Galilean translation, model Eq. (3).

The inset corresponds to a close-up of the same

data, with the comparison with the Taylor model

Eq. (4) (curve line) using the measured disper-

sion coefficient Fig. 4.
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B. Numerical simulations in stochastic porous
medium

Glass beads packing has a correlation length of the order

of the pore/bead size, but more realistic porous media might

be more heterogeneous. As shown above, the correlation

length of the velocity field has a strong influence on the front

velocity. Permeability heterogeneities in porous media are a

well-recognized factor in many practical applications, in

fields such as hydrology, petroleum, and environmental engi-

neering. Heterogeneities create preferential and non-

preferencial flow paths, which greatly enhance the spreading

of pollutants, or conversely lead to the bypassing of targeted

zones containing organic liquids. The influence of heteroge-

neity on the field-scale dispersion of passive tracers has been

studied extensively. One possible approach is based on the

stochastic continuum,43–45 which is based on Darcy’s law

where the permeability field’s spatial distribution is gener-

ated using a given probability and correlation function. This

approach provides a significant understanding of the macro-

scale dispersion as a function of the statistical properties of

the permeability field. In the present work, following this

approach, we generate a porous medium stochastically as

described in Ref. 46, using a log-normal distribution with an

exponential correlation function (see Figure 8)

Rf f ð~fÞ ¼ Eðf 0ð~rÞf 0ð~r þ~fÞÞ ¼ r2
f exp � j

~fj
k

 !
; (12)

where k is the correlation length. The log-normal distribution

is characterized by its mean, f0 ¼ logðKÞ and its standard

deviation (root-mean-square (RMS)), r2 ¼ logðKð Þ � f0Þ.
For such a permeability field, the asymptotic macro-

dispersion coefficient of the corresponding porous medium is

given by

Dmacro ¼ r2kU ; (13)

where U is the average flow velocity through the porous

medium. It is worth noting that in such a medium, the

hydrodynamic dispersion depends both on the amplitude of

the heterogeneities (r) and the correlation length k. One

should also note that the use of another correlation function

would modify this expression by changing the prefactor.

When the permeability fluctuations are over small dis-

tances, Darcy’s law may not adequately describe the conser-

vation of momentum. It is indeed well known that Darcy’s

law breaks down near sharp discontinuities in permeability

(for example, across different permeability blocks or at the

free liquid-porous medium interface). To connect the result-

ing discontinuities, an additional diffusion momentum term

(the Brinkman correction30,47,48) is typically added to

Darcy’s equation, leading to

~5P ¼ � l
K
~V þ le 4 ~V ; (14)

where le is an effective viscosity.

As described in Talon et al.,46 we solve Darcy-

Brinkmann Eq. (14) and the convection-reaction-diffusion

Eq. (2) using a Lattice-Boltzmann based scheme. In sum-

mary, those schemes are based on the discretization of the

Bolzmann equation that describes the evolution of the veloc-

ity probability distribution function of the fluid particles (e.g.,

Refs. 49 and 50). The most standard version (Bathnagar-

Gross-Krook (BGK)) solves the Navier-Stokes (or Stokes)

equation and a Darcy term can be introduced by adding an

extra momentum source (see Refs. 51–53), which leads to the

general form of the Brinkman equation (Eq. (14)). In the

present work, we have set le ¼ l, for the sake of simplicity.

Using the above stochastic porous medium Fig. 8, we

include the IAA chemical reaction as described in our previous

work.11,22,24 After an initial transient, the fronts propagate at

constant velocity VF and stationary width lF. Fig. 9 depicts a

series of fronts at the same velocity and correlation length for

different amplitudes of heterogeneities r (top) and a series of

fronts (bottom) for different velocities U keeping the other pa-

rameters constant. On the right, we plot ðVF � UÞ=VvÞ 2 � 1

versus U (bottom) and versus r2 (top); obviously, these two

dependences are linear. One should mention that the

FIG. 8. Stochastic porous medium. Left:

Color map of the permeability field of one

realization of a porous medium, character-

ized by a log-normal isotropic distribution

of mean �1, RMS r ¼ 0:8, and correla-

tion length k ¼ 3:4 in lattice units. The

color map on the right corresponds to the

local value of the permeability. The black

line corresponds to the chemical wave

front inside the porous medium for a rela-

tive velocity U=Vv ¼ 2 and a mean stand-

ard deviation of the permeability

distribution r ¼ 0:5. Right: Measured co-

variance function of the log-normal iso-

tropic distribution of the left permeability

field. The value of k was obtained by an

exponential fit (line) using Eq. (12).
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dependence on k is also linear (not presented here). The same

relations are also observed for the relative front width

ðlF=lvÞ2 � 1. By changing the different parameters, as shown

by Fig. 10, our simulations yield to the scaling law

VF � U

Vv

� �2

� 1 ’ r2 k
lv

U

Vv
¼ Dmacro

Dm
: (15)

This result can be understood by using the same approach as

for Eq. (4), where the DT needs to be replaced by

Dm þ Dmacro ¼ Dm þ r2kU . We should however mention

that although the scaling law is correct, this argument does

not give the correct prefactor. Compared to the experiments,

the numerical simulations are performed with both small cor-

relation length compared to the chemical length k=lv 	 2

and rather small flow velocity U=Vv 	 5, so that the diffu-

sive Taylor like regime can be observed in agreement with

Leconte et al.22 The above experiments in large bead packs

correspond to the contrary regime (lD=lv 
 10), hence closer

to the “eikonal thin front” regime where the system is more

sensitive to large velocities. The key point of these results

imply that in Eq. (15), the front velocity and width chosen

by the system also give information on the underlying flow

properties of the porous medium without chemistry, namely

its hydrodynamic dispersion Dmacro; this effect has also been

observed in, although very different context, chemical lock-

exchange gravity current.16

VI. CHEMICAL FRONT PROPAGATION FOR ADVERSE
FLOW

As implicitly assumed above, we choose the chemical

reaction velocity Vv as the reference velocity direction,

therefore U > 0 corresponds to supportive, co-current flow

and U < 0 to adverse flow. The variation of VF=Vv versus

u ¼ U=Vv is shown at the bottom of Fig. 11.

If the co-current, supportive flow follows the expected

behavior of a front moving in the direction of both the chem-

istry and the average flow (U > 0, VF > 0), then for adverse

flow, the situation is more complex and richer than the for-

mer. The front velocity VF could be either positive or nega-

tive relative to the chemical velocity

(1) For small adverse flow rates, the fronts could still propa-

gate in the direction of the chemical wave (VF > 0) and,

therefore, propagate upstream opposite to the hydrody-

namic flow; the front velocity variations are in continua-

tion of the supportive values down to zero. This regime

is observed for �1 	 u 	 0. In this situation, the chemi-

cal front propagation overcomes the imposed flow.

(2) The plateau (�3:2 	 u 	 �1) corresponds to a static

front (VF ¼ 0). It is worth noting that for a Hele-Shaw

cell Poiseuille flow,21 steadiness is only observed for a

single u value (Fig. 2). Here, the fluctuations of the

velocity field around the mean leads to this wide pla-

teau; such static fronts have already been reported in

FIG. 9. Numerical simulations. Top left:

series of fronts at a given velocity

U=Vv ¼ 1 and correlation length k=lv ¼ 1

for different size distributions r from 0

to 0.9. Bottom left: series of fronts at a

given r¼ 0:9 for different velocity U=Vv

from 1 to 5. Right: Plot of ðVF�
UÞ=VvÞ 2� 1 versus the square of the

size distribution, r2 (top) and versus the

normalized flow velocity U=Vv (bottom).

FIG. 10. Numerical simulations. Plot of ðVF � UÞ=VvÞ 2 � 1 versus the

variable r2 k
lv

U
Vv

(see Eq. (15)) for different series of variation of r, U=Vv, or

k=lv and different statistical porous medium.
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packed-bed reactors25,26 but for very different chemis-

tries, a tentative explanation was provided using stag-

nant reactive pockets. A more recent experiment26

addressed the same issue in a packed bed but with a CT

chemical reaction, which confirmed the possibility of

steady fronts in adverse flow. It should be emphasized

that if the front is steady, the spatially fluctuating flow

and the chemistry are both at work, but in opposite

directions such that all over the front an equilibrium

between the two effects is achieved. From Eq. (7), this

could be achieved for different flow velocities provided

the angle between the front and the flow varies. Note

that starting from different initial conditions can lead to

different final positions of the steady front in the

sample.

(3) For u 	 �3:2, the front starts to move again at constant

(but negative) velocity and, therefore, in the downstream

flow direction. Its velocity is almost linear with U, but as

opposed to supportive fronts the corresponding selected

flow velocities are smaller than the mean, in agreement

with19 as sketched in Fig. 2.

To summarize on the different regimes observed: Compared

to a non fluctuating invariant flow field along the flow direc-

tion (Figs. 2 and 11), the overall trend of the front velocity

variations are comparable but with a wide static front plateau

for adverse flows. The possibility of such a steady state is

addressed in Sec. VII, well designed and known flow fields.

The images of Figs. 7 and 11 show a front structure which

obviously present different roughness depending on the flow

regimes; this question is addressed in Ref. 42 and 54.

VII. STEADY FRONTS IN FLOW PAST A DISK

The key issue raised in the former section is the possibil-

ity of steady fronts (VF ¼ 0) over a range of adverse flow

velocities. Indeed, keeping in mind that the grains of a po-

rous medium are a kind of solid obstacles in a hydrodynamic

flow, we decide for the sake of visualization to address this

issue in a quasi 2 D velocity field of a single disk obstacle.

For that purpose, we use a 250 lm thin Hele-Shaw cell

(two parallel plates separated by a 250 lm gap). The obstacle

is a solid disk of radius 1 cm (Fig. 12). Its size is 40 times

larger than the gap of the cell, leading to a 2 D Hele-Shaw

cell flow.55 The flow of the fresh reactant is performed at a

constant velocity U0 from left to right. In the absence of

flow, the chemical front propagates from right to left.

(1) For u ¼ U0=Vv > �1, the front propagates in the chemi-

cal wave direction as expected that is upstream.

(2) For �5 < u < �1, the front achieves a steady state

shape (VF ¼ 0): the 3 images on the left of Fig. 12 are

some examples.

(3) For u < �5, the flow is large enough to overcome chem-

ical reaction and the front detaches from the disk obsta-

cle and propagates downstream (VF < 0): the 3 images

on the right in Fig. 12 show the dynamics of such a

detachment (time increases from top to bottom).

FIG. 12. Chemical front in a flow around an obstacle; the flow is from left to

right. The injection of the fresh reactant produces a flow at constant velocity

U0 in a 250 lm thin Hele-Shaw cell; the solid disk obstacle is a cylinder of di-

ameter 1 cm. The chemical front in the absence of flow would propagate from

right to left. Left pictures: from top to bottom, steady fronts around the same

disk for U0=Vv ¼ �1:5, �3, and �5. Right: 3 pictures of time sequence of

detachment from the obstacle at a larger velocity U0=Vv ¼’ �9 (time

increases from top to bottom).

FIG. 11. Top picture (width 10 cm) of the front for U=Vv ¼ �0:5, which

propagates upstream (VF > 0). Bottom: Normalized front velocity, VF=Vv,

versus average flow velocity U=Vv for adverse flow inside the 1.5–2 mm

beads pack.
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Therefore, this simple experiment clearly shows that a

single obstacle is able to reproduce the features observed in

the porous medium in an adverse flow, namely upstream

fronts, a range of steady fronts, and downstream ones.

In order to account for the shape of these steady fronts, we

theoretically address the issue of the “eikonal thin front limit”

given by Eq. (7). The flow field in the Hele-Shaw around the

disk is well known: at leading order, it is the potential flow

around a disk. Its expression in polar coordinate (r,h) is56

vr ¼ U0 1� R2

r2

� �
cos h; vh ¼ �U0 1þ R2

r2

� �
sin h; (16)

where R is the disk radius. Note that for a viscous flow, the

velocity must be zero on the boundary, therefore, there are

boundary layer type corrections which extend over a typical

size of the order of the thin gap. The corresponding velocity

field is plotted in the left of Fig. 13. Using the analytical

expression and including the boundary layer effect, we inte-

grated the eikonal equation (Eq. (7)) for steady state

(VF ¼ 0). For that purpose, we calculate the asymptotics in

the vicinity of h ¼ p and integrate from the corresponding

point. The right plot in Fig. 13 shows four such steady fronts.

Compared to the experiments shown on the left of Fig. 12,

we obtained very similar shapes to the ones from the model

Fig. 13. As jU0=Vvj increases, the front shape becomes thin-

ner exhibiting a clear bottleneck downstream (right of the

disk). The understanding of the detachment observed in the

experiment (right in Fig. 12) is likely because increasing

jU0=Vvj leads to a thinning of the bottleneck. In the “eikonal

thin front limit,” this bottleneck can reduce down to zero

without problem. A chemical front has a finite extension lv,

therefore when the bottleneck becomes of the order of the

chemical width, this can lead to a pinch-off of the two

branches of the front, followed by detachment.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we addressed experimentally and by nu-

merical simulations the issue of the chemico-hydrodynamic

coupling between forced advection in porous media and self-

sustained chemical waves. First, we analyzed experiments

without flow in packed beads porous media with different

bead sizes, discovering the influence of the tortuosity and

microscopic effects when the pores are of the size of the

chemical front width. For supportive flows, experiments and

simulations allow observation of two flow regimes. For

adverse flow, we observe upstream and downstream fronts as

well as static front behavior over a wide range of flow rates.

In order to investigate these observed steady state fronts,

flow experiments around a single obstacle were used to

delineate the range of steady state, which can be modeled

using the “eikonal thin front limit.”
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